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Abstract. This paper presents research work on digital fabrication and
architectural robotics with the intent of creating lightweight composite
material spatial assemblies comprised of parametrically differentiated
components. Our process deploys one-part polyurethane (PU) foam
to form units which after force-induced delamination can be stretched
to span space and aggregated into surface assemblies at extremely
low densities. The process developed and design artefacts produced,
investigate creative opportunities in common construction material and
robotic digital fabrication methods beyond conventional additive and
subtractive manufacturing.
Keywords. Material Studies; Digital Fabrication; Architectural
Robotics; Parametric Design; .

1. Introduction
The popularization of industrial robotics within the field of architectural digital
design and fabrication (Kolarevic, 2003; Iwamoto, 2009; Dunn 2012; Glynn
and Sheil, 2012) enabled the exploration of creative materialization processes
which often transcend norms in current methods of architectural production
(Brell-Cockcan and Braumann, 2012; McGee and Ponce de Leon, 2014;
Reinhardt, Saunders and Burry, 2016). Such an ability to affect materiality with
unprecedented precision and effortless experimentation, not only allows one to
broaden the realm of design possibilities but perhaps gain insight into everyday
materials which are often approached from a narrow utilitarian perspective.
Polyurethane foam, a material typically employed for thermal insulation, water
leakage control and as a construction adhesive, has unique properties such as
its phase change, self-bonding and extremely low-density characteristics that can
foster such creative design experimentation.
Polymeric rigid foams, for instance polystyrene (PS) and polyurethane (PU),
as well as elastomeric foams, such as Neoprene and ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA),
have been extensively used in digital fabrication mainly due to their low-density
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properties. Mounting or pick-and-placing foam blocks can be achieved even
with ultra-lightweight robots such as aerial drones (Willman et al, 2012). In
addition, foams are highly machinable, as the loads excreted on tooling are
within the payload capabilities of most robotic systems. Exemplary applications
and processes include CNC machining (Trummer et al, 2012), hot wire cutting
(Søndergaard et al, 2016) as well as extrusion (Snooks and Jahn, 2016). Relevant
to our work is research by REX|LAB (Colleti 2013, Tamre et al, 2014, King
et al 2014) and ETH (Gramazio, 2007) where PU foam is stretched during
its phase-change state and in the work of Johns and Foley (2012) where PU
is deployed for irregular tiling of 3D surfaces as a liquid foaming adhesive.
The approach presented here, deploys PU foam as a lightweight composite
material core, used for adhesion and suspension of heterogenous skin surfaces,
namely woven fabrics and timber sheets. The concept is affine to laminate
composites, however, unlike standardized panels of uniform thickness, we explore
the production of variable depth components with some kinematic capabilities
residual of the weak filaments suspending the top and bottom surfaces.
2. Process Overview
Our experimental setup is comprised of an industrial robotic system (ABB
IRB1200) for which we designed and built a multipurpose end-effector. The robot
dispenses a prescribed amount of one-part PU resin and activates it with a small
amount of water by depressing the dosing pumps (Figure 1). A motorized steering
implement thoroughly mixes the resin for a few seconds to ensure even distribution.
A few minutes later, and before the PU begins foaming, the robot disperses the
resin on a base plate surface. The same end-effector features another equally sized
plate covered with a patch of fabric. For the next few minutes the robot depresses
and stretches the foam repeatedly producing an array of fine filaments spanning
between the two plates as the result of progressive delamination of the foam from
the plates. Once the foam is about to set, the robot assumes its final posture
allowing the plates to be spaced apart at specific distance and orientation. The
cured component is then removed from the jig and the process restarts resulting
into a sequence of surface elements that can be aggregated into a three-dimensional
assembly of variable thickness. The self-adhesive properties of PU are exploited
for uniting individual elements into the whole rather than introducing mechanical
joints. The infusion of PU into fabric reinforces the surface like engineered
laminate woven mat composites.
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Figure 1. Robot Experimental Setup with an Artifact.

3. Material Investigation
Recently, adhesives gained popularity as lightweight alternative solution to
mechanical fastening for industrial (Pascoe et al, 2013), as a composite
adhesive-based skyscraper construction methodology (Manaugh, 2016) and
construction applications that exploit their capability to withstand high sheer
and normal loading when bonding materials of even heterogenous origin or low
surface roughness characteristics. Adhesives when loaded beyond their capacity
or fatigued over time, fail completely with catastrophic results for laminates and
composite materials (Ding, 1999). When forced to delaminate before being set,
certain adhesives such as one-part PU, produce fine filaments as progressive
interface separation takes place. If the fatigue inducing process is controlled
precisely in both the space and time domains, those fine filaments can harden
without breaking, span space in between the substrate surfaces and even carry
loads. From an aesthetic perspective, the ability of adhesives to transform from
liquid to solid state and suspend matter mid-air was a source of inspiration for
the work presented. The flexural weakness of the filament array results into a
compliant mechanism kinematic behaviour which is equally intriguing (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Prototype of suspended fabric from honeycomb cardboard surface.

Initially investigated adhesives such all-purpose, PVA, cyanoacrylate and
epoxies in admixes with particulate materials produced visually interesting results
but were unable to scale beyond small samples (Figure 3). PU resin was explored
due to its foaming, adhesive, high rigidity and low cost per unit volume properties.
PU is a rather versatile polymeric foam with densities from as low as 50Kg/m3,
typically used for building insulation, to as high as 500Kg/m3, often used for
automotive model-making applications. In addition, PU foam can be extremely
rigid with very fine cellular structure, such as those used for machining moulds,
while there are also soft PU foam types with elastic properties, such as those used
for upholstery.

Figure 3. Material Experimentation on the maximum span the Foam can be pulled to.

Experiments with two-part high-density PU resin were unsuccessful even
though it has superior mechanical strength and bonding in comparison to one-part
low-density PU. The working-time of two-part PU was shorter, it hardened
abruptly, offering a very narrow window for manipulation, and the produced
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filaments were brittle. One-part PU is used as construction sealant in cases of
leakage control and in wood working (Vick and Okkonen, 1998). The term
one-part is a misnomer as it requires activation by water, instead of a catalyst.
Water may already exist in context such as in the case of leakages and atmospheric
moisture or externally introduced. It has a working-time of approximately 20min
before it hardens and retains some of its elasticity past curing. More importantly,
it can be kneaded to force evacuation of carbon dioxide produced during the
chemical transformation which is the source of the rather large cavities in poured
PU blocks. Beyond mechanical degassing, kneading produces filaments that can
be stretched as far as 1000mm without breaking (Figure 4), while retaining the
smooth finish found on the exterior of extruded PU blobs (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Material Experimentation of different Polyurethane Foam with Additivesand varying
amounts of Water.

4. Electromechanical System
While the perspective for this work is oriented towards artwork production and
aesthetic investigation of construction materials, the digital fabrication process
developed is inspired by industrial automation. Unlike common applications of
robotics in digital fabrication, where one or more machines perform a single
task, for instance pick-and-place assembly, we approached our system from
a multi-purpose or swiss army knife perspective. The robot along additional
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electromechanical components integrated, performs such tasks as: (a) Volumetric
dosing of water, (b) Mixing two components for activation, (c) Dispensing the
liquid material onto the pressure plates, (d) Kneading the foam for producing
filaments, and (e) Forming the expanded tiles by holding the material in predefined
spatial configurations (Figure 5).
To achieve multi-purpose functionality, we designed a series of stationary parts
mounted on the mobile workbench hosting the robot, namely the resin and water
dispensers, using off-the-shelf domestic products such as a piston pump bottles and
funnels; fabricated a table/floor-mount apparatus serving as a stationary clamp or
die for the lower part of the PU tiles; and developed a robot end-effector comprised
of a passive pressure plate used for kneading and a hand-held mixer electrically
connected to the controller. The sequence of motion tasks performed by the
robot was carefully choreographed for avoidance of collisions, careful actuation
of external mechanical parts, and repeatability to reduce variations of an arguably
already complex process.

Figure 5. Sequence of robot motion tasks: (1) Volumetric dosing of water (2) Move to tray-in
position (3) Mixing two components for activation (4) Dispensing liquid material onto
pressure plates (5) Move to tray-out position (6) Kneading the foam for producing filaments
and forming the expanded tiles by holding the material in predefined spatial configurations.

5. Parametric Design Integration
To translate a design comprised of multiple suspended tiles (Figure 6) into a
physical artefact required the development of a parametric geometry model using
Grasshopper/Rhino and robotic programming using the Jeneratiff Digital Design
and Fabrication library. A notional design surface was drawn and decomposed
into square tiles projected from a planar regular grid onto the surface. The planar
tiles represent the rigid timber panels used while the projected tiles represent the
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fabric surface. The projected tiles were fitted on the surface’s tangent plane by
computing the closest point from the centroid of the originating tile and reorienting
in-plane such that the inter-panel gaps, due to approximation, were consistent to
assist bonding the floating fabric.

Figure 6. Parametric design to robotic fabrication: (1) digital model plan view W=900mm
D=750mm. (2) digital model section view H1=780.50, H2 =164.30. (3) digital model
isometric view.

With the composition of oriented panels in space, the actual translation into
robotic instructions is a straight forward application of change of basis from design
to robot space by conversion of coordinate systems into positions and quaternions.
However, the use of multiple end-effectors, or tool centre point (TCP) coordinates,
within the same process, for the depression plate, mixer and pumping action,
proved highly complicated both in accurate calibration between the physical and
digital space as well as for planning the geometric transformations required in the
computer model. We used the live training capability of Jeneratiff for calibration
purposes and pre-transformed design model-space coordinates directly onto the
robot’s flange-space to implement the multi-tool end-effector.
6. Design of Large-Scale Assembly
As a design and a fabrication challenge, to gain insight into parameters only
accessible by increasing the multiplicity and scale of a repetitive process, we
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developed a larger assembly of PU tiles. After experimenting with a smaller scale
of the artefact (Figure 7), the design was scaled up as a self-supporting artefact.
The premises underlying the design perspective of the artefact presented (Figure 8),
with certain degree of post-rationalization, were to aggressively exploit material
capability and arrive to an aesthetic as remote and alienating from conventional
expectations as per materials and tectonics possible.
The large artefact is comprised of 30 square tiles in a 5 x 6 regular grid
measuring 150 x 150mm each, thus the overall dimensions being 750 x 900mm.
These dimensions were determined based on the loading capacity of the robot
arm. Vertically the envelope spans between 164.30mm and 780.50mm at its
lowest and highest points from the base, respectively. Vertical stretching is highly
exaggerated, to present the observer the funicular filament structure. Yet achieving
such large depths meant that the success rate of producing self-load carrying tiles
was approximately 40%. In fact, 20% the tiles, those at the perimeter and high
spots of the artwork, can only stand upright due to the aggregate support from the
entire assembly.

Figure 7. Views of the large assembly of stretched PU tiles: Perspective (Top), Left Elevation
(Bottom Left), Front Elevation (Bottom Middle), Right Elevation (Bottom Right).

The production time was slow primarily due to the 20min time requiring for
full hardening of the PU and despite the automations developed, rather laborious.
It took circa 30 min per element, including 3 min of setup, 7 min for the full robot
sequence - 80s mixing, 70s activation, 280s progressive compacting of the material
(9 times) and a final pull to the assigned plane. To accelerate the process tiles were
removed from the robot jig once the PU was relatively hard and inverse hung till
fully cured.
Upon assembly, the fabric surface was fully impregnated with additional PU in
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resin form and let set to form a rigid and continuous surface. The total approximate
volume of the artefact is 0.52m3 and weights 2.5 Kg, thus its bulk density is only
4.81 Kg/m3 which is affine to low molecular weight foams.
7. Conclusions
We presented research work for developing a digital design and fabrication
technique using industrial robotics for producing ultra-lightweight surface
assemblies suspending thin layers of heterogenous materials via the filament
structures of forcefully delaminated polyurethane foam. While the products
created using the process are highly design-specific, invoking lightness and
fragility whist exploring the extreme limits of the system, the technique is
more general. With less aggressive delamination, it is possible to improve the
mechanical characteristics of the assembly and with careful tile adhesion it is
also possible to achieve improved surface finish of the fabric surface. (Fig 8)
The approach may be deployed for its ability to create three dimensional surfaces
for such applications as interior cladding, directly mounted on top of flat wall
surfaces, used for avant-garde type of furniture exploiting the compliant mechanics
of thousands of filaments or for building construction fabrication of insulated
pre-cast panels as a form of an integrated mould.
Materials and techniques used in conventional manufacturing and building
construction for design-wise unexciting applications or rather for purely utilitarian
purposes, offer opportunities for playful, often eccentric and even potentially
practical applications which may fuse function with aesthetics. It often only
requires investigation of the intrinsic material properties, beyond the best-use
product descriptions, and experimentation with sophisticated digital fabrication
equipment which ease the needs for performing complex tasks and controlling
numerous design parameters, exactly those for which such processes are currently
absent from conventional use.
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